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CHAPTER ______

1 AN ACT concerning

   State Board of Physicians – Genetic Counselors – Licensing

2 FOR the purpose of requiring the State Board of Physicians to license genetic counselors;

   providing that provisions of this Act do not limit the right of certain individuals to

   practice certain occupations; requiring the Board to adopt certain regulations;

   requiring the Board to set certain fees for certain services; requiring the Board to

   pay certain fees to the Comptroller; requiring the Comptroller to distribute the fees

   to the Board; requiring that the fees be used to cover certain costs; establishing the

   Genetic Counseling Advisory Committee within the Board; providing for the

   composition, appointment, qualifications, and terms of the Committee members;

   requiring the Committee to elect a chair every certain number of years; providing for

   a quorum of the Committee; establishing certain powers and duties of the

   Committee; requiring the Board to consider certain recommendations and provide

   the Committee with a certain annual report; requiring individuals, on or after a
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certain date, to be licensed by the Board as genetic counselors before practicing
genetic counseling in the State except under certain circumstances; establishing
certain qualification and application requirements for certain applicants;
authorizing the Board to waive a certain certification requirement under certain
circumstances; providing for the issuance, terms, renewal, and reinstatement of a
certain license; authorizing the Board to establish certain continuing education and
competency requirements; prohibiting the Board from issuing a license if certain
criminal history records information has not been received; providing that a genetic
counseling license authorizes the licensee to practice genetic counseling in the State
while the license is effective; requiring a licensed genetic counselor to refer a patient
to a certain health care practitioner under certain circumstances; requiring the
Board, on or and after a certain date, to issue a supervised genetic counselor license
to certain applicants except under certain circumstances; requiring a supervised
genetic counselor to work under the supervision of a qualified supervisor as a
condition of licensure; requiring the supervised genetic counselor and the qualified
supervisor to enter into a certain contract; prohibiting a supervised genetic counselor
from making a certain representation; establishing the term of a supervised genetic
counselor license; prohibiting a certain supervised genetic counselor from continuing
to practice under the license; providing that a supervised genetic counselor is subject
to certain discipline; requiring a licensee to notify the Board of a change of name or
address within a certain time period; prohibiting the surrender and lapse of a certain
license under certain circumstances; authorizing a certain disciplinary panel to issue
a cease and desist order under certain circumstances; authorizing a certain
disciplinary panel, on a certain vote, to take certain actions against an applicant or
a licensee under certain circumstances; establishing certain criminal, civil, and
administrative penalties; establishing certain hearing and appeal procedures;
requiring a disciplinary panel to order the suspension or revocation of a license under
certain circumstances; requiring certain hospitals, related institutions, alternative
health systems, and employers to file certain reports and report certain information
concerning certain genetic counselors to the Board under certain circumstances and
within a certain time period; establishing certain requirements for certain genetic
counselors who enter or consider entering certain treatment programs; providing
that a certain report is not subject to subpoena or discovery in any civil action other
than a certain proceeding; requiring the Board to disclose certain information on the
Board’s website; requiring the Board to establish and maintain certain profiles that
include certain information and a certain statement; requiring the Board to forward
a certain copy of a profile to a certain person under certain circumstances and
maintain a certain website; requiring the Board to provide a mechanism for the
notification of prompt correction of certain inaccuracies; prohibiting the
unauthorized practice of genetic counseling in the State unless licensed by the Board
except under certain circumstances; prohibiting an individual from making certain
misrepresentations to the public; prohibiting a person from providing, attempting to
provide, offering to provide, or representing that the person provides certain services
except under certain circumstances; prohibiting licensed genetic counselors and
licensed physicians from employing or supervising certain unlicensed individuals;
prohibiting certain facilities from employing certain unlicensed individuals;
establishing a certain short title; providing that the Committee is subject to the
provisions of the Maryland Program Evaluation Act and certain termination provisions; defining certain terms; providing for a delayed effective date; specifying the initial terms of the members of the Committee; and generally relating to the licensing of genetic counselors.

BY adding to

Article – Health Occupations


SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Health Occupations

SUBTITLE 5G. GENETIC COUNSELORS.

14–5G–01.

(A) IN THIS SUBTITLE THE FOLLOWING WORDS HAVE THE MEANINGS INDICATED.

(B) “BOARD” MEANS THE STATE BOARD OF PHYSICIANS.

(C) “CERTIFIED GENETIC COUNSELOR” MEANS AN INDIVIDUAL CERTIFIED AS A GENETIC COUNSELOR BY A NATIONAL CERTIFYING BOARD.

(D) “COMMITTEE” MEANS THE GENETIC COUNSELORS ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

(E) “GENETIC ASSESSMENT” MEANS THE INTEGRATION OF GENETIC LABORATORY TEST RESULTS AND OTHER DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES WITH THE MEDICAL HISTORIES OF A PATIENT AND THE PATIENT’S FAMILY MEMBERS TO ASSESS THE RISK FOR THE PATIENT OR THE PATIENT’S FAMILY MEMBERS OF:

(1) A GENETIC OR MEDICAL CONDITION OR DISEASE; AND

(2) THE RECURRENCE OF A GENETIC OR MEDICAL CONDITION OR DISEASE.

(F) “LICENSE” MEANS A LICENSE ISSUED BY THE BOARD TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING.
(G) “LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR” MEANS AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS LICENSED UNDER THIS SUBTITLE TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING.

(H) “LICENSEE” MEANS A LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR.

(I) “NATIONAL ACCREDITING COUNCIL” MEANS THE ACCREDITATION COUNCIL FOR GENETIC COUNSELING, OR ITS SUCCESSOR, THAT ACCREDITS EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR GENETIC COUNSELORS.

(J) “NATIONAL CERTIFYING BOARD” MEANS THE AMERICAN BOARD OF GENETIC COUNSELING, OR ITS SUCCESSOR, THAT CERTIFIES GENETIC COUNSELORS.

(K) (1) “PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING” MEANS:

(I) OBTAINING AND EVALUATING THE MEDICAL HISTORIES OF A PATIENT AND THE PATIENT’S FAMILY MEMBERS FOR PURPOSES OF A GENETIC ASSESSMENT;

(II) DISCUSSING THE FEATURES, NATURAL HISTORY, MEANS OF DIAGNOSIS, GENETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS, AND MANAGEMENT OF RISK FOR GENETIC OR MEDICAL CONDITIONS OR DISEASES;

(III) IDENTIFYING, ORDERING, AND COORDINATING GENETIC LABORATORY TESTS AND OTHER DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES, AS APPROPRIATE, FOR PURPOSES OF A GENETIC ASSESSMENT;

(IV) USING THE MEDICAL HISTORIES OBTAINED UNDER ITEM (I) OF THIS PARAGRAPH AND THE RESULTS OF GENETIC LABORATORY TESTS AND OTHER DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES ORDERED UNDER ITEM (III) OF THIS PARAGRAPH FOR PURPOSES OF A GENETIC ASSESSMENT;

(V) EXPLAINING THE CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS OF GENETIC LABORATORY TESTS AND OTHER DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES AND THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS AND STUDIES AND COMMUNICATING THE RISK FACTORS FOR GENETIC OR MEDICAL CONDITIONS OR DISEASES IDENTIFIED BY A GENETIC ASSESSMENT;

(VI) EVALUATING THE RESPONSES OF A PATIENT AND THE PATIENT’S FAMILY MEMBERS TO THE RESULTS OF A GENETIC ASSESSMENT AND PROVIDING COUNSELING AND ANTICIPATORY GUIDANCE FOR A GENETIC OR MEDICAL CONDITION OR DISEASE;
(VII) Identifying and using community resources that provide medical, educational, financial, and psychosocial support and advocacy for a genetic or medical condition or disease; or

(VIII) Providing written documentation of medical, genetic, and counseling information for a patient, a patient’s family members, or appropriate health care professionals.

(2) “Practice genetic counseling” does not include diagnosing or treating an illness, a disease, or a condition.

14–5G–02.

This subtitle does not limit the right of an individual to practice a health occupation that the individual is authorized to practice under this article.

14–5G–03.

The Board shall adopt regulations for the licensure and practice of genetic counseling.

14–5G–04.

(A) (1) The Board shall set reasonable fees for the issuance and renewal of licenses and the other services the Board provides to genetic counselors.

(2) The fees charged shall be set so as to produce funds to approximate the cost of maintaining the licensure program and the other services provided to genetic counselors.

(B) (1) The Board shall pay all fees collected under the provisions of this subtitle to the Comptroller.

(2) The Comptroller shall distribute all fees to the Board.

(C) The fees shall be used to cover the actual documented direct and indirect costs of fulfilling the statutory and regulatory duties of the Board as provided by this subtitle.

14–5G–05.
THERE IS A GENETIC COUNSELING ADVISORY COMMITTEE WITHIN THE BOARD.

14–5G–06.

(A) THE COMMITTEE CONSISTS OF MEMBERS APPOINTED BY THE BOARD AS FOLLOWS:

(1) FOUR THREE SHALL BE INDIVIDUALS WHO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING AND WHO:

(I) ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30, 2023 DECEMBER 31, 2023, ARE CERTIFIED GENETIC COUNSELORS; AND

(II) ON OR AFTER OCTOBER 1, 2023 JANUARY 1, 2024, ARE LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELORS;

(2) THREE SHALL BE PRACTICING LICENSED PHYSICIANS; AND

(3) ONE SHALL BE A CONSUMER MEMBER.

(B) EACH GENETIC COUNSELOR MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE MUST BE:

(1) IN GOOD STANDING WITH THE BOARD; AND

(2) A RESIDENT OF THE STATE WHO HAS AT LEAST 1 YEAR OF ACTIVE GENETIC COUNSELING EXPERIENCE WITHIN THE 5–YEAR PERIOD IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE DATE OF THE APPOINTMENT.

(C) THE LICENSED PHYSICIAN MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE MUST:

(1) BE IN GOOD STANDING WITH THE BOARD; AND

(2) HAVE EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH GENETIC COUNSELORS.

(D) THE CONSUMER MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE:

(1) MUST BE A MEMBER OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC;

(2) MAY NOT BE OR EVER HAVE BEEN:

(i) A GENETIC COUNSELOR;

(ii) ANY HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL; OR
(III) In training to be a genetic counselor or other health professional; and

(3) May not:

(I) Participate or ever have participated in a commercial or professional field related to genetic counseling;

(II) Have a household member who participates in a commercial or professional field related to genetic counseling; or

(III) Have had within 2 years before appointment a financial interest in a person regulated by the Board.

(E) (1) The term of a member is 3 years.

(2) The terms of members are staggered as required by the terms provided for members of the Committee on October 1, 2021 January 1, 2022.

(3) At the end of a term, a member continues to serve until a successor is appointed and qualifies.

(4) A member may not serve more than two consecutive full terms.

(5) A member who is appointed after a term has begun serves only for the rest of the term and until a successor is appointed and qualifies.

(F) From among its members, the Committee shall elect a chair every 2 years.

(G) A quorum of the Committee consists of five members.

14–5G–07.

(A) In addition to the powers set forth elsewhere in this subtitle, the Committee shall:

(1) Develop and recommend to the Board regulations to carry out this subtitle;
(2) Develop and recommend to the Board a code of ethics for the practice of genetic counseling;

(3) Develop and recommend to the Board continuing education requirements for license renewal;

(4) Develop and recommend to the Board criteria for individuals who are licensed to practice genetic counseling in another state or territory of the United States to become licensed in this State;

(5) Evaluate the credentials of applicants as necessary and recommend licensure of applicants who fulfill the requirements for a license to practice genetic counseling;

(6) On request, develop and recommend to the Board standards of care for the practice of genetic counseling;

(7) Provide the Board with recommendations concerning the practice of genetic counseling;

(8) Keep a record of its proceedings; and

(9) Submit an annual report to the Board.

(B) The Board shall:

(1) Consider all recommendations of the Committee; and

(2) Provide to the Committee an annual report on the disciplinary matters involving licensees.

14–5G–08.

(A) Except as otherwise provided in this subtitle, on or after October 1, 2023 January 1, 2024, an individual shall be licensed by the Board before the individual may practice genetic counseling in the State.

(B) This section does not apply to:

(1) An individual who is employed by the United States government to practice genetic counseling while practicing within the scope of that employment;
(2) A CERTIFIED GENETIC COUNSELOR WHO IS LICENSED IN ANOTHER STATE AND PRACTICES GENETIC COUNSELING IN THE STATE FOR A PERIOD OF LESS THAN 30 DAYS EACH YEAR;

(2) AN INDIVIDUAL WHO RESIDES IN AND HOLDS AN ACTIVE LICENSE IN ANOTHER STATE IF THE INDIVIDUAL IS ENGAGED IN CONSULTATION WITH A PHYSICIAN OR GENETIC COUNSELOR LICENSED IN THE STATE ABOUT A PARTICULAR PATIENT AND THE INDIVIDUAL:

(i) DOES NOT ORDER OR COORDINATE GENETIC LABORATORY TESTS OR OTHER Diagnostic STUDIES; AND

(ii) DOES NOT PROVIDE CONSULTATION IN THE STATE FOR MORE THAN A TOTAL OF 10 PATIENTS WITHIN A CALENDAR YEAR; OR

(3) A STUDENT ENROLLED IN A GENETIC COUNSELING TRAINING PROGRAM THAT IS ACCREDITED BY A NATIONAL ACCREDITING ORGANIZATION RECOGNIZED BY THE Board IN REGULATIONS WHILE THE STUDENT IS PRACTICING GENETIC COUNSELING IN THE PROGRAM AND DOING THE ASSIGNED DUTIES AT ANY OFFICE OF A LICENSED PHYSICIAN OR GENETIC COUNSELOR, HOSPITAL, CLINIC, OR SIMILAR FACILITY; OR

(4) AN INDIVIDUAL WHILE PRACTICING UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A LICENSED PHYSICIAN OR LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR DURING THE 12-MONTH PERIOD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE INDIVIDUAL’S GRADUATION FROM A GENETIC COUNSELING TRAINING PROGRAM ACCREDITED BY A NATIONAL ACCREDITING ORGANIZATION.

14–5G–09.

(A) TO QUALIFY FOR A LICENSE TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING, AN APPLICANT SHALL BE AN INDIVIDUAL WHO MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SECTION.

(B) THE APPLICANT MUST BE OF GOOD MORAL CHARACTER.

(C) THE APPLICANT MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OLD.

(D) THE APPLICANT MUST BE A GRADUATE OF AN APPROPRIATE EDUCATION PROGRAM APPROVED BY THE Board.

(E) THE EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (F) OF THIS SECTION, THE APPLICANT SHALL SUBMIT TO THE Board SATISFACTORY EVIDENCE OF
CERTIFICATION BY A NATIONAL CERTIFYING ORGANIZATION APPROVED BY THE BOARD.

(F) IF AN APPLICANT DOES NOT MEET THE REQUIREMENT UNDER SUBSECTION (E) OF THIS SECTION, THE APPLICANT MAY QUALIFY FOR LICENSURE IF THE APPLICANT:

(1) HAS WORKED AS A GENETIC COUNSELOR FOR:

   (i) AT LEAST 10 YEARS BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2024; AND

   (ii) AT LEAST 5 CONSECUTIVE YEARS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE DATE ON WHICH THE APPLICANT SUBMITS THE APPLICATION FOR LICENSURE;

(2) HAS GRADUATED FROM AN EDUCATION PROGRAM APPROVED BY THE BOARD;

(3) SUBMITS TO THE BOARD THREE LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION FROM LICENSED PHYSICIANS WHO HAVE BEEN LICENSED FOR AT LEAST 5 YEARS OR CERTIFIED GENETIC COUNSELORS ELIGIBLE FOR LICENSURE AND WHO:

   (I) HAVE WORKED WITH THE APPLICANT IN AN EMPLOYMENT OR PROFESSIONAL SETTING FOR 3 YEARS BEFORE THE APPLICANT SUBMITS THE APPLICATION FOR LICENSURE; AND

   (II) CAN ATTEST TO THE APPLICANT’S COMPETENCY IN PROVIDING GENETIC COUNSELING SERVICES; AND

(4) APPLIES FOR INITIAL LICENSURE ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2024.

(G) THE APPLICANT SHALL COMPLETE A CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORDS CHECK IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 14–308.1 OF THIS TITLE.

(H) THE BOARD MAY WAIVE THE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT ESTABLISHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUBSECTION (E) OF THIS SECTION IF THE APPLICANT:

(1) HAS PRACTICED GENETIC COUNSELING FOR A MINIMUM OF 5 YEARS BEFORE OCTOBER 1, 2021;
(2) Holds a master’s degree or higher in genetic counseling, or a related field of study, from a program accredited by a national accrediting council at the time of graduation;

(3) Submits to the Board three letters of recommendation from licensed physicians or certified genetic counselors who:

(i) Have worked with the applicant in an employment or other professional setting within the immediately preceding 3 years; and

(ii) Can attest to the applicant’s competency in providing genetic counseling services; and

(4) Has completed continuing education units approved by the National Society of Genetic Counselors within 5 years before October 1, 2021.


To apply for a license, an applicant shall:

(1) Complete a criminal history records check in accordance with § 14–308.1 of this title;

(2) Submit an application to the Board on a form that the Board requires; and

(3) Pay to the Board an application fee set by the Board.

14–5G–11.

(A) Subject to subsection (B) of this section, the Board shall issue a license to any applicant who meets the requirements of this subtitle.

(B) (1) On receipt of the criminal history record information of an applicant for licensure forwarded to the Board in accordance with § 14–308.1 of this title, in determining whether to issue a license, the Board shall consider:

(i) The age at which the crime was committed;
The nature of the crime;

The circumstances surrounding the crime;

The length of time that has passed since the crime;

Subsequent work history;

Employment and character references; and

Other evidence that demonstrates whether the applicant poses a threat to the public health or safety.

(2) The Board may not issue a license if the criminal history record information required under § 14–308.1 of this title has not been received.

14–5G–12.

(A) A genetic counselor license authorizes a licensee to practice genetic counseling in the State while the license is effective.

(B) If, while practicing genetic counseling, a licensed genetic counselor determines that a patient requires a diagnosis or treatment, the genetic counselor shall refer the patient to a licensed physician or another appropriate health care practitioner.


(A) (1) The term of a license issued by the Board may not exceed 3 years.

(2) A license expires on a date set by the Board, unless the license is renewed for an additional term as provided in this section.

(B) At least 1 month before a license expires, the Board shall send to the licensed genetic counselor a renewal notice that states:

(1) The date on which the current license expires;

(2) The date by which the renewal application must be received by the Board for the renewal to be issued and sent before the license expires; and
(3) The amount of the renewal fee.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in this subtitle, before a license expires, a licensed genetic counselor periodically may renew it for an additional term if the licensee:

(1) Is of good moral character;

(2) Pays to the Board a renewal fee set by the Board;

(3) Submits to the Board:

   (i) A renewal application on the form that the Board requires; and

   (ii) Satisfactory evidence of compliance with any continuing education or competency requirements and other requirements set under this section for license renewal; and

(4) Meets any additional renewal requirements established by the Board.

(d) (1) In addition to any other qualifications and requirements established by the Board, the Board may establish continuing education or competency requirements as a condition to the renewal of licenses under this section.

(2) A disciplinary panel may impose a civil penalty of up to $100 per continuing education credit in lieu of a sanction under § 14–5G–17 § 14–5G–18 of this subtitle, for a first offense, for the failure of a licensee to obtain the continuing education credits required by the Board.

(e) (1) The Board shall renew the license of each licensed genetic counselor who meets the requirements of this section.

(2) A license may not be renewed for a term longer than 2 years.

(f) The Board shall reinstate the license of a genetic counselor who has failed to renew a license for any reason if the genetic counselor:

(1) Meets the renewal requirements of this section;
(2) **Submits to the Board:**

(I) A reinstatement application on the form that the Board requires; and

(II) Satisfactory evidence of compliance with any continuing education or competency requirements; and

(3) Meets any additional requirements established by the Board for reinstatement.

(G) (1) The Board shall require a criminal history records check in accordance with § 14–308.1 of this title for:

(I) Renewal applicants as determined by regulations adopted by the Board; and

(II) Each former licensed genetic counselor who files for reinstatement under subsection (f) of this section.

(2) On receipt of the criminal history record information of a licensed genetic counselor forwarded to the Board in accordance with § 14–308.1 of this title, in determining whether disciplinary action should be taken, based on the criminal history record information, against a licensed genetic counselor who renewed or reinstated a license, the Board shall consider:

(I) The age at which the crime was committed;

(II) The nature of the crime;

(III) The circumstances surrounding the crime;

(IV) The length of time that has passed since the crime;

(V) Subsequent work history;

(VI) Employment and character references; and

(VII) Other evidence that demonstrates whether the licensee poses a threat to the public health or safety.
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1 (3) The Board may renew or reinstate a license only if the licensed genetic counselor or applicant attests that the licensed genetic counselor or applicant has submitted a criminal history records check under § 14–308.1 of this title.


(A) (1) In this section the following words have the meanings indicated.

(2) “Qualified supervisor” means:

(i) An individual who:

1. Is licensed to practice as a genetic counselor under this subtitle; and

2. Has practiced for a minimum of 3 years after passing the national certifying examination; or

(ii) A physician who has been licensed in the State for a minimum of 5 years.

(3) “Supervision” means the ongoing, direct, clinical review for the purposes of training or teaching by a qualified supervisor who monitors the performance of a supervised genetic counselor’s supervised interaction with a patient and provides regular documented face–to–face meetings and consultation, chart reviews, guidance, and instructions with respect to the clinical skills and competencies of the supervised genetic counselor.

(B) Except as provided in subsection (C) of this section, on or after January 1, 2024, the Board shall issue a supervised genetic counselor license to an applicant who:

(1) Has graduated from a genetic counseling program accredited by the Accreditation Council for Genetic Counselors;

(2) Has met all qualifications for licensure except for certification from the American Board of Genetic Counselors; and

(3) Has applied for the first available national certifying examination.
(C) The Board may not issue a license under subsection (B) of this section if the applicant has failed the American Board of Genetic Counseling certification examination two or more times.

(D) (1) As a condition of licensure, the supervised genetic counselor shall work under the supervision of a qualified supervisor.

(2) The supervised genetic counselor and the qualified supervisor shall enter into a supervision contract that:

   (i) Specifies the manner of supervision as required by the Board;

   (ii) Is signed by the supervised genetic counselor and the qualified supervisor; and

   (iii) Is maintained by both the supervised genetic counselor and the qualified supervisor and made available to the Board.

(E) The supervised genetic counselor may not represent to the public, by description of services, methods, or procedures, or otherwise, that the supervised genetic counselor is a licensed genetic counselor.

(F) (1) A supervised genetic counselor license may not be valid for more than 1 year after the date of issuance.

(2) A supervised genetic counselor license expires on the earliest of:

   (i) The issuance of a genetic counselor license to the supervised genetic counselor;

   (ii) The expiration date printed on the supervised genetic counselor license; or

   (iii) On notice of the second failure of the supervised genetic counselor to pass the certification examination.

(G) A supervised genetic counselor who has not passed the examination within two examination cycles may not continue practicing under the supervised genetic counselor license.
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(H) A SUPERVISED GENETIC COUNSELOR IS SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINE UNDER § 14–5G–19 OF THIS SUBTITLE TO THE SAME EXTENT AS A GENETIC COUNSELOR.

(A) A LICENSEE SHALL NOTIFY THE BOARD IN WRITING OF A CHANGE OF NAME OR ADDRESS WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE CHANGE.

(B) A LICENSEE WHO FAILS TO COMPLY WITH SUBSECTION (A) OF THIS SECTION IS SUBJECT TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY OF $100.

UNLESS A DISCIPLINARY PANEL AGREES TO ACCEPT THE SURRENDER OF A LICENSE, A LICENSEE MAY NOT SURRENDER THE LICENSE NOR MAY THE LICENSE LAPSE BY OPERATION OF LAW WHILE THE LICENSEE IS UNDER INVESTIGATION OR WHILE CHARGES ARE PENDING AGAINST THE LICENSEE.

A DISCIPLINARY PANEL MAY ISSUE A CEASE AND DESIST ORDER FOR:

(1) PRACTICING GENETIC COUNSELING WITHOUT A LICENSE OR WITH AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON; OR

(2) SUPERVISING OR AIDING AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON IN THE PRACTICE OF GENETIC COUNSELING.

(A) SUBJECT TO THE HEARING PROVISIONS OF § 14–405 OF THIS TITLE, A DISCIPLINARY PANEL, ON THE AFFIRMATIVE VOTE OF A MAJORITY OF THE QUORUM OF THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL, MAY DENY A LICENSE TO ANY APPLICANT, REPRIMAND ANY LICENSEE, PLACE ANY LICENSEE ON PROBATION, OR SUSPEND OR REVOKE A LICENSE, IF THE APPLICANT OR LICENSEE:

(1) FRAUDULENTLY OR DECEPTIVELY OBTAINS OR ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN A LICENSE FOR THE APPLICANT OR LICENSEE OR FOR ANOTHER;

(2) FRAUDULENTLY OR DECEPTIVELY USES A LICENSE;

(3) IS GUILTY OF UNPROFESSIONAL OR IMMORAL CONDUCT WHILE PRACTICING GENETIC COUNSELING;
(4) IS PROFESSIONALLY, PHYSICALLY, OR MENTALLY INCOMPETENT;
(5) ABANDONS A PATIENT;
(6) IS HABITUALLY INTOXICATED;
(7) IS ADDICTED TO OR HABITUALLY ABUSES ANY NARCOTIC OR
CONTROLLED DANGEROUS SUBSTANCE AS DEFINED IN § 5–101 OF THE CRIMINAL LAW ARTICLE;
(8) PROVIDES PROFESSIONAL SERVICES WHILE:
  (I) UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL; OR
  (II) USING ANY NARCOTIC OR CONTROLLED DANGEROUS
SUBSTANCE AS DEFINED IN § 5–101 OF THE CRIMINAL LAW ARTICLE OR ANY OTHER
DRUG THAT IS IN EXCESS OF THERAPEUTIC AMOUNTS OR WITHOUT VALID MEDICAL
INDICATION;
(9) PROMOTES THE SALE OF SERVICES, DRUGS, DEVICES,
APPLIANCES, OR GOODS TO A PATIENT SO AS TO EXPLOIT THE PATIENT FOR
FINANCIAL GAIN;
(10) WILLFULLY MAKES OR FILES A FALSE REPORT OR RECORD IN THE
PRACTICE OF GENETIC COUNSELING;
(11) WILLFULLY FAILS TO FILE OR RECORD ANY REPORT AS REQUIRED
UNDER LAW, WILLFULLY IMPEDES OR OBSTRUCTS THE FILING OR RECORDING OF A
REPORT, OR INDUCES ANOTHER TO FAIL TO FILE OR RECORD A REPORT;
(12) BREACHES PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY;
(13) PAYS OR AGREES TO PAY ANY SUM OR PROVIDE ANY FORM OF
REMUNERATION OR MATERIAL BENEFIT TO ANY PERSON FOR BRINGING OR
REFERRING A PATIENT OR ACCEPTS OR AGREES TO ACCEPT ANY SUM OR ANY FORM
OF REMUNERATION OR MATERIAL BENEFIT FROM AN INDIVIDUAL FOR BRINGING OR
REFERRING A PATIENT;
(14) KNOWINGLY MAKES A MISREPRESENTATION WHILE PRACTICING
GENETIC COUNSELING;
(15) KNOWINGLY PRACTICES GENETIC COUNSELING WITH AN
UNAUTHORIZED INDIVIDUAL OR AIDS AN UNAUTHORIZED INDIVIDUAL IN
PRACTICING GENETIC COUNSELING;
(16) Knowingly delegates a genetic counseling duty to an unlicensed individual;

(17) Grossly overutilizes health care services;

(17) (18) Offers, undertakes, or agrees to cure or treat disease by a secret method, treatment, or medicine;

(18) (19) Is disciplined by a licensing or disciplinary authority or is convicted or disciplined by a court of any state or country or is disciplined by any branch of the United States uniformed services or the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs for an act that would be grounds for disciplinary action under the Board’s disciplinary statutes;

(19) (20) Fails to meet appropriate standards for the delivery of genetic counseling services;

(20) (21) Knowingly submits false statements to collect fees for which services are not provided;

(21) (22) (I) Has been subject to investigation or disciplinary action by a licensing or disciplinary authority or by a court of any state or country for an act that would be grounds for disciplinary action under the Board’s disciplinary statutes; and

(ii) Has:

1. Surrendered the license, if any, issued by the state or country; or

2. Allowed the license, if any, issued by the state or country to expire or lapse;

(22) (23) Knowingly fails to report suspected child abuse in violation of § 5–704 of the Family Law Article;

(23) Sells, prescribes, gives away, or administers drugs for illegal or illegitimate medical purposes;

(24) Practices or attempts to practice beyond the authorized scope of practice;
(25) Refuses, withholds from, denies, or discriminates against an individual with regard to the provision of professional services for which the licensee is licensed and qualified to render because the individual is HIV positive;

(26) Practices or attempts to practice genetic counseling procedures or uses or attempts to use genetic assessments if the applicant or licensee has not received education and training in the performance of the procedure or the use of the genetic assessment;

(27) Fails to cooperate with a lawful investigation of the Board or a disciplinary panel; or

(28) Fails to complete a criminal history records check under §14–308.1 of this title; or

(29) Violates any provision of this title or any rule or regulation pertaining to genetic counseling that is adopted by the Board, the State, or the federal government.

(B) Except as otherwise provided in the Administrative Procedure Act, before the Board or a disciplinary panel takes any action under subsection (A) of this section, it shall give the individual against whom the action is contemplated an opportunity for a hearing before the Board or the disciplinary panel in accordance with the hearing requirements of §14–405 of this title.

(C) (1) On the filing of certified docket entries with the Board by the Office of the Attorney General, a disciplinary panel shall order the suspension of a license if the licensee is convicted of or pleads guilty or no lo contendere with respect to a crime involving moral turpitude, whether or not any appeal or other proceeding is pending to have the conviction or plea set aside.

(2) After completion of the appellate process, if the conviction has not been reversed or the plea has not been set aside with respect to a crime involving moral turpitude, a disciplinary panel shall order the revocation of a license on the certification by the Office of the Attorney General.

(D) (1) If, after a hearing under §14–405 of this title, a disciplinary panel finds that there are grounds under subsection (A) of this section to suspend or revoke a license, to reprimand a licensee, or to place a licensee on probation, the disciplinary panel may impose a
FINE SUBJECT TO THE BOARD’S REGULATIONS IN ADDITION TO SUSPENDING OR
REVOKING THE LICENSE, REPRIMANDING THE LICENSEE, OR PLACING THE
LICENSEE ON PROBATION.

(2) THE BOARD SHALL PAY ANY FINES COLLECTED UNDER THIS
SECTION INTO THE GENERAL FUND OF THE STATE.

(E) IN ADDITION TO ANY SANCTION AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS SECTION, A
DISCIPLINARY PANEL MAY REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO COMPLY WITH SPECIFIED
TERMS AND CONDITIONS DETERMINED BY THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL.


(A) (1) ANY PERSON AGGRIEVED BY A FINAL DECISION OF THE BOARD OR
A DISCIPLINARY PANEL UNDER THIS SUBTITLE MAY TAKE A DIRECT JUDICIAL
APPEAL.

(2) THE APPEAL SHALL BE MADE AS PROVIDED FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW OF FINAL DECISIONS IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT.

(B) AN ORDER OF THE BOARD OR A DISCIPLINARY PANEL MAY NOT BE
STAYED PENDING REVIEW.

(C) THE BOARD MAY APPEAL FROM ANY DECISION THAT REVERSES OR
MODIFIES AN ORDER OF THE BOARD OR A DISCIPLINARY PANEL.


(A) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTIONS (B) AND (D) OF THIS SECTION,
HOSPITALS, RELATED INSTITUTIONS, ALTERNATIVE HEALTH SYSTEMS AS DEFINED
IN § 1–401 OF THIS ARTICLE, AND EMPLOYERS SHALL FILE WITH THE BOARD A
REPORT THAT THE HOSPITAL, RELATED INSTITUTION, ALTERNATIVE HEALTH
SYSTEM, OR EMPLOYER LIMITED, REDUCED, OTHERWISE CHANGED, OR
TERMINATED ANY LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR FOR ANY REASON THAT MIGHT
BE GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION UNDER §14–5G–17 § 14–5G–18 OF THIS
SUBTITLE.

(B) A HOSPITAL, RELATED INSTITUTION, ALTERNATIVE HEALTH SYSTEM,
OR EMPLOYER THAT HAS REASON TO KNOW THAT A LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR
HAS COMMITTED AN ACT OR HAS A CONDITION THAT MIGHT BE GROUNDS FOR
REPRIMAND OR PROBATION OF THE LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR OR
SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF THE LICENSE BECAUSE THE LICENSED GENETIC
COUNSELOR IS ALCOHOL–IMPAIRED OR DRUG–IMPAIRED IS NOT REQUIRED TO
REPORT THE LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR TO THE BOARD IF:
(1) The hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer knows that the licensed genetic counselor is:

(I) In an alcohol or drug treatment program that is accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations or that is certified by the Department; or

(II) Under the care of a health care practitioner who is competent and capable of dealing with alcoholism and drug abuse; and

(2) (I) The hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer is able to verify that the licensed genetic counselor remains in the treatment program until discharge; and

(II) The action or condition of the licensed genetic counselor has not caused injury to any person while the genetic counselor is practicing genetic counseling.

(C) (1) If the licensed genetic counselor enters, or is considering entering, an alcohol or drug treatment program that is accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations or that is certified by the Department, the licensed genetic counselor shall notify the hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer of the licensed genetic counselor’s decision to enter the treatment program.

(2) If the licensed genetic counselor fails to provide the notice required under paragraph (1) of this subsection, and the hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer learns that the licensed genetic counselor has entered a treatment program, the hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer shall report to the Board that the licensed genetic counselor has entered a treatment program and has failed to provide the required notice.

(3) If the licensed genetic counselor is found to be noncompliant with the treatment program’s policies and procedures while in the treatment program, the treatment program shall notify the hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer of the licensed genetic counselor’s noncompliance.
(4) On receipt of the notification required under paragraph (3) of this subsection, the hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer of the licensed genetic counselor shall report the licensed genetic counselor’s noncompliance to the Board.

(D) A person is not required under this section to make any report that would be in violation of any federal or State law, rule, or regulation concerning the confidentiality of alcohol- and drug abuse–related patient records.

(E) The hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer shall submit the report within 10 days after any action described in this section.

(F) A report made under this section is not subject to subpoena or discovery in any civil action other than a proceeding arising out of a hearing and decision of the Board or a disciplinary panel under this title.

(G) (1) A disciplinary panel may impose a civil penalty of up to $1,000 for failure to report under this section.

(2) The Board shall remit any penalty collected under this subsection into the General Fund of the State.

(A) Following the filing of charges or notice of initial denial of license application, the Board shall disclose the filing to the public on the Board’s website.

(B) The Board shall create and maintain a public individual profile on each licensee that includes the following information:

(1) A summary of charges filed against the licensee, including a copy of the charging document, until a disciplinary panel has taken action under §14–5G–17 §14–5G–18 of this subtitle based on the charges or has rescinded the charges;

(2) A description of any disciplinary action taken by the Board or a disciplinary panel against the licensee within the most recent 10–year period that includes a copy of the public order;
(3) A description in summary form of any final disciplinary action taken by a licensing board in any other state or jurisdiction against the licensee within the most recent 10-year period;

(4) A description of a conviction or entry of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere by the licensee for a crime involving moral turpitude that is the basis for disciplinary action taken under § 14–5G–17(c) § 14–5G–18(c) of this subtitle; and

(5) The public address of the licensee.

(C) In addition to the requirements of subsection (B) of this section, the Board shall include on each licensee’s profile a statement of information to be taken into consideration by a consumer when viewing a licensee’s profile, including a disclaimer stating that a charging document does not indicate a final finding of guilt by a disciplinary panel.

(D) The Board:

(1) On receipt of a written request for a licensee’s profile from any person, shall forward a written copy of the profile to the person; and

(2) Shall maintain a website that serves as a single point of entry where all licensee profile information is available to the public on the Internet.

(E) The Board shall provide a mechanism for the notification and prompt correction of any factual inaccuracies in a licensee’s profile.

(F) The Board shall include information relating to charges filed against a licensee by a disciplinary panel and any final disciplinary action taken by a disciplinary panel against a licensee in the licensee’s profile within 10 days after the charges are filed or the action becomes final.

(A) Subject to subsection (B) of this section, on the application of an individual whose license has been revoked, a disciplinary panel, on the affirmative vote of a majority of its full authorized membership, may reinstate a revoked license.
(B) A DISCIPLINARY PANEL MAY NOT REINSTATE A REVOKED LICENSE THAT HAS BEEN REVOKED FOR A PERIOD OF MORE THAN 1 YEAR UNLESS THE LICENSEE:

(1) MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS FOR REINSTATEMENT AS ESTABLISHED UNDER THIS TITLE; AND

(2) COMPLETES A CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORDS CHECK IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 14–308.1 OF THIS TITLE.

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS SUBTITLE, A PERSON MAY NOT PRACTICE, ATTEMPT TO PRACTICE, OR OFFER TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING IN THIS STATE UNLESS LICENSED TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING BY THE BOARD.

(A) UNLESS AUTHORIZED TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING UNDER THIS SUBTITLE, A PERSON MAY NOT REPRESENT TO THE PUBLIC BY TITLE, BY DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES, METHODS, OR PROCEDURES, OR OTHERWISE, THAT THE PERSON IS AUTHORIZED TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING IN THIS STATE.

(B) UNLESS AUTHORIZED TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING UNDER THIS SUBTITLE, A PERSON MAY NOT USE THE TITLES "GENETIC COUNSELOR", "LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR", "CERTIFIED GENETIC COUNSELOR", "GENE COUNSELOR", "GENETIC CONSULTANT", "GENETIC ASSOCIATE", OR ANY WORDS, LETTERS, OR SYMBOLS WITH THE INTENT TO IMPLY THAT THE PERSON PRACTICES GENETIC COUNSELING OR IS A CERTIFIED GENETIC COUNSELOR OR LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR.

A PERSON MAY NOT PROVIDE, ATTEMPT TO PROVIDE, OFFER TO PROVIDE, OR REPRESENT THAT THE PERSON PROVIDES GENETIC COUNSELING SERVICES UNLESS THE GENETIC COUNSELING IS PROVIDED BY AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS AUTHORIZED TO PRACTICE GENETIC COUNSELING UNDER THIS SUBTITLE.

(A) EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS SUBTITLE, A LICENSED GENETIC COUNSELOR OR A LICENSED PHYSICIAN MAY NOT EMPLOY OR SUPERVISE AN INDIVIDUAL PRACTICING GENETIC COUNSELING WITHOUT A LICENSE.
(B) Except as otherwise provided in this subtitle, a hospital, related institution, alternative health system, or employer may not employ an individual practicing genetic counseling without a license.

(C) A disciplinary panel may impose a civil penalty of up to $1,000 for a violation of this section.

(D) The Board shall remit any penalty collected under this section into the General Fund of the State.


(A) A person who violates any provision of §§ 14–5G–22 through 14–5G–25 §§ 14–5G–23 through 14–5G–26 of this subtitle is guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction is subject to a fine not exceeding $1,000 or imprisonment not exceeding 1 year or both.

(B) A person who violates any provision of §§ 14–5G–22 through 14–5G–25 §§ 14–5G–23 through 14–5G–26 of this subtitle is subject to a civil fine of not more than $5,000 to be levied by a disciplinary panel.

(C) The Board shall pay any penalty collected under this section into the Board of Physicians Fund.


This subtitle may be cited as the Maryland Genetic Counseling Act.


Subject to the evaluation and reestablishment provisions of the Maryland Program Evaluation Act and subject to the termination of this title under § 14–702 of this title, this subtitle and all regulations adopted under this subtitle shall terminate and be of no effect after July 1, 2031.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That the terms of the initial members of the Genetic Counseling Advisory Committee shall expire as follows:

(1) one member who is a certified genetic counselor and one physician member in 2023 2024;
(2) one member who is a certified genetic counselor, one physician member, and the consumer member in 2024 2025; and

(3) two members who are certified genetic counselors and one physician member in 2025 2026.

SECTION 3. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2021 January 1, 2022.

Approved:

________________________________  __________________________________
Governor.

________________________________  ________________________________
Speaker of the House of Delegates.

________________________________
President of the Senate.